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NEW QUESTION: 1
A solution architect has been tasked with designing a new environment that meets the needs of
a growing
company, and has obtained this information:
* The current capacity will be exhausted in 180 days, and the new infrastructure must be
deployed and in
production prior to that.
* The new severs have a 90-day delivery time.
* A data center for disaster recovery has been selected, and it is 20 miles way and connected by
MPLS.
* The security team will continue to utilize its current investments and VM Encryption for the
new
environment.
* The backup team currently uses Data Domain, and reports show an 8.1 compression and
deduplication ratio
for backups.
Based on the information obtained, which two statements are assumptions for the new design?
(Choose two.)
A. MPLS will be used to connect the two data centers.
B. A disaster will NOT affect both data centers.
C. There is 180 days left of current capacity.
D. Data Domain will get an 8:1 compression and deduplication ratio with the new workloads.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
次のコンポーネントのどれが不足していると、仮想ルーターの効率が物理ルーターよりも低下する
可能性がありますか？
A. ASIC
B. Hardware MAC
C. MPLS
D. Jumbo frame
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the benefits of job rotation?
A. Trained backup in case of emergencies.
B. Cross training to employees.
C. Protect against fraud.
D. All of the choices.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Job assignments should be changed periodically so that it is more difficult for users to
collaborate to exercise complete control of a transaction and subvert it for fraudulent
purposes. This principle is effective when used in conjunction with a separation of duties.
Problems in effectively rotating duties usually appear in organizations with limited staff
resources and inadequate training programs. Rotation of duties will protect you against fraud;
provide cross training to your employees, as well as assuring trained backup in case of
emergencies.

NEW QUESTION: 4
John works as a professional Ethical Hacker. He is assigned a project to test the security of
www.we-are- secure.com. He has to ping 500 computers to find out whether these computers
are connected to the server or not. Which of the following will he use to ping these computers?
A. PING
B. TRACEROUTE
C. Ping sweeping
D. NETSTAT
Answer: C
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